
THE DUSK PATHWAY

What is The Dusk Pathway?

If you have a treasured animal companion who may be close to transitioning from this 
physical existence then I offer you The Dusk Pathway. This initiative is a package of 
treatments at a reduced rate to facilitate both your dear one’s journey and your own (or 
family’s) throughout such a profound life change. It is designed to help you navigate your 
loved one’s path from this world to the next stage of their spiritual journey. So I am offering 
my services to you as a Doula to help guide you through this poignant time. 

The Dusk Pathway refers to the image of the sun setting on the day – or life – we have 
known as we have been journeying along with our loving companion. It recognizes that we 
will have to go through a natural period of darkness for a time when the light of our life 
disappears from view. This period of nightfall is necessary for us to retreat into in order to 
mourn and to heal the loss of such a huge source of unconditional love in our lives. It is 
painful but it is well that we grieve fully. We may wonder how we will ever go forward without 
them but the Dusk Pathway also suggests a scenario where we will one day awaken from 
that dark night into a new world, a changed world, but one that is all the richer for their 
legacy. It is then that we can honour their life and the lessons of love they have taught us 
with the Pet Grief Healing work. 

What is involved?

The Dusk Pathway consists of:

1) A full two hour Sacred Animal Healing And Interspecies Soul Communication session
for your beloved which includes an extensive emailed report. 

2) A one hour session of Maintenance Care for your dear one including an audio info 
report.

3) And one hour of your choice of either: 

- Maintenance Care for yourself

- a Pet Grief Healing session 

- or support phone call/s

These services can be booked individually of course but in total they would cost $310 full 
price or $275 for Subscribers. However I am offering The Dusk Pathway package at the 
discounted price of a one off payment of only $250. That’s a saving of between $60 - $25.

The sessions can then be undertaken when required. Packages can also be tailored to suit 
your needs.



Please note that all the healing sessions are done via distance. There is nothing required of 
you to do. I wish to make the process as peaceful and stress free as possible for you. I have 
been doing distance healing - or healing In Absentia - for over twenty years and I maintain 
that it is more powerful than a hands on session.

Explanation of The Dusk Pathway steps:

Step 1 – Sacred Animal Healing And Interspecies Soul Communication

My Sacred Animal Healing and Interspecies Soul Communication work is not mediumship. I 
do not offer communication with spirits. I work with the Higher Self of the animal whilst they 
are still in their physical body. But the whole impetus of Sacred Animal Healing and 
Interspecies Soul Communication work is that it is in actuality healing at the soul level ie. it 
can help to render their soul into a more healed state with which to pass. In Tibetan Buddhist
terms this would be the equivalent of creating good merit in order to affect a positive 
influence on the next part of their spirit journey and to balance Karmic issues.

There are two parts to this –

The first is Sacred Animal Healing where more balance and homeostasis can be attained 
through the use of Reiki and Tibetan Sound Healing and other techniques which I employ.

The second is Interspecies Soul Communication which is connecting to the animal’s Higher 
Self and gleaning information they offer through an exploration of their Chakra system. It is 
possible to put questions to them in this state too.

A detailed email will be sent to you noting information gleaned from the healing and any 
messages they wish to impart to you. I work from photos of the client and the whole thing is 
done via distance (In Absentia) so there is nothing you have to do at your end. 

Having a Session of this kind when an animal is near the end stage of their life can help you 
to feel relieved that you have done everything you could for them. All their physical 
requirements can be  met by good veterinary and home care. And then by booking a Sacred 
Animal Healing And Interspecies Soul Communication session you can also get a picture of 
how they are faring emotionally, psychologically and spiritually. It can in many cases be the 
last opportunity for you to hear their ‘voice’ in this life. And often their insights are profound 
and life changing.

Step 2 – Maintenance Care for the patient

Maintenance Care is sending healing (Reiki and other techniques) via distance. This is most 
often done when an animal is in hospital or at home in a serious condition and in the last 
stages of their life. Reiki can often provide some comfort and release for them in this state – 
be it either on the dense physical level or on the more subtle metaphysical levels. Reiki 
healing will go to whatever area is the priority for the animal at that time. Bearing in mind that
the aim at this stage is to make the animal as comfortable as possible. A brief audio report 
will be sent to you afterward.



Step 3 – Choice of: Maintenance Care for yourself (or another)/Pet Grief 
Healing/Support Calls

Maintenance Care can also be sent to yourself (or another family member) to help alleviate 
stress in this situation. The benefits may be more clarity in decision making, more 
rejuvenating sleep or just feeling more able to cope at a time when you feel like you are in a 
‘tumble dryer’ of stress or grief. It can also be given to another animal in the household who 
is undergoing anxiety as a result of the illness in the family.

Pet Grief Healing sessions involve employing various techniques such as Breath-work, 
Visualization, Sound Healing, Story Sharing, Reiki, Transmutation and Affirmations - 
amongst others - to help you move through your grief with grace. We also spend time 
honouring the life of your dear one. Each session is unique and people have reported feeling
much lighter afterwards. 

Support Calls can assist you by having someone who has an understanding ear listen to 
your concerns and perhaps help you to evaluate your options. This can be beneficial during 
the bewildering trial of the end-of-life process of your loved one. Please know that I fully 
appreciate the precious bond you have with them and that I treat each animal as if it were 
my own.

How I came to do this work:

A combination of the lessons my own beloved four legged children have imparted to me and 
the experience I have gleaned through many years of animal rescue work have engendered 
in me a deep desire to offer support and guidance for those going through this deeply 
affecting time. I therefore wish to offer my services as a Doula to those who are undergoing 
the transition process of their adored companion.

DISCLAIMER:  As with all my work, I do not offer these treatments as a substitute for veterinary care 
but rather as an adjunct to it. I believe it is absolutely crucial to engage vets to do their wonderful work
on the physical level first and foremost. Then with the addition of energy work  we can also access 
the spiritual, emotional and psychological levels of your precious one thereby giving them the best of 
both worlds.
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